SHOW YOUR TRUE COLOURS
THE ROLLER BLIND COLLECTION

Roller blinds are ideal window shading for any room in your home. Our collection offers you the perfect range of fabrics from which to select, with high end lustres for living rooms, stylish blackouts for bedrooms and moisture resistant prints for bathrooms and kitchens - the choice is yours!
Our UK designed and manufactured roller blinds are simple in design, stylish, reliable and easy to operate. The smooth operating system ensures the blind can be rolled up or down easily to achieve the required level of shading for you.

Our roller blind collection is an exciting mix of fabrics specially selected to complement and coordinate with any room in the home.

Whether it’s one of our modern designs for your living room, a blackout fabric for the bedroom or a moisture resistant print for the bathroom, all our blinds are individually manufactured to your unique specification.

You can also add those finishing touches such as decorative scallops, braids, pulls, poles and eyelets to personalise your choice and co-ordinate with your interior design scheme.

Browse through our brochure to view some of the highlights of our fabric collection, we hope you’ll be inspired.
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Whether the look you want is simple yet sophisticated or glamorous and elegant, our UK manufactured roller blinds will look fantastic in any room in your home.

Each made to measure window blind is tailored to your individual requirements. Roller blinds can create any type of mood or look that you desire and will allow you to express your personal tastes in any room.

We can even make your blind using energy saving fabrics. Choosing fabrics with enhanced insulating properties will reduce heat build up in summer and heat loss in winter, reducing heating and cooling costs in your home.

Many of our fabrics ranges are also available as roman, vertical and panel blinds to give you perfect coordination.
The addition of a Louvolite roller blind can dramatically change the look of your room.

With Melody Ochre Braid and a Filigree Brass Pole
We have developed a new range of cool and colourful children's prints for our new collection, fun prints inspired by popular and fashionable themes, ideal for babies, children's & play rooms - or even just for the child in you! All designed to appeal to your little ones and make you smile too.

Our new range of exciting children’s fabrics include colourful prints, playful patterns, cute characters and even a glow in the dark blackout roller blind.

Struggling to sleep? Louvolite’s blockout framing system is the perfect choice for rooms in which light control is essential as it has been designed to block out the light. Roller blockout is a practical solution with a sleek design and the added option of motorisation using Louvolite One Touch®.

With so many options to choose from we can offer a safe, stylish, practical and durable solution for your home.

We all know that as children grow their curiosity does too, all our window blinds are designed with safety in mind and there are a number of options for you to choose from, including Soft Rise spring blinds, Perfect Fit and One Touch motorised.
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DO YOU OR ANY OF YOUR LOVED ONES SUFFER FROM HAYFEVER?

**pollergen™** CAN HELP

Louvolite has created a unique fabric treatment which will help relieve hayfever symptoms, it’s called Pollergen™.

**HOW DOES POLLERGEN™ WORK?**

Pollen, by its very nature is tacky and will stick to any surface it comes into contact with. Pollergen™ helps to increase this capture rate by the inclusion of a tackifier within the formula.

Once captured, the unique Pollergen™ formulation will denature up to 50% of the grass pollen - essentially it kills the active element rendering the affected pollen absolutely harmless to sufferers.

All Pollergen™ treated fabrics can be washed or wiped down as the active formulation continuously migrates to the surface of the fabric for continued protection.

So when selecting your new roller blinds, make Pollergen™ your fabric choice.
tropicana apple mojito WITH POLLERGEN™
Louvolite® is proud to offer an innovative new range of battery operated and mains powered window blinds. Louvolite One Touch® makes luxury affordable with motorisation that is accessible to all.

One Touch® motorised blinds can be operated in two ways. The unique wand control will operate a single blind and is ideal for children’s rooms or bathrooms, whereas a sleek remote control allows you to operate a number of blinds at the same time, from anywhere in your room.

There is no better way to make a contemporary style statement in your home, so choose the Louvolite One Touch® motorised range for the ultimate in style and convenience.
To really set your roller window blind apart from the rest, you can personalise it with our wide range of accessories to coordinate or contrast with any of our fabric ranges.

Add style to your roller blind with contemporary braids, pulls and poles. Select from an elegant range of cylinders, barrels and tassels in a choice of metallic, modern and natural finishes.

Give your blinds a glamorous enhancement with a sleek cassette which is fitted to the top of your blind, discreetly housing the operating mechanism. You can choose from a range of colours and finishes including white, beige, black, anthracite, bronze, chrome and satin and have the option to insert a matching fabric profile too.

The choice is yours so why not add a little personality.

**PERSONALISE your blinds**

Magnolia Pipin with Crystal Bead Braid & Colonial Scallop

Oslo Hazel with Melody Ochre Braid & Filigree Brass Finial

70mm Cassette, also available in black and anthracite grey

Closed cassette, also available in white, beige and black
If you have been inspired by any of these gorgeous roller blinds, contact your local Louvolite retailer.